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Using Orthogonal Rational Funtionsfor System Identi�ationP. Van guht and A. BultheelDept. Computersiene, Celestijnenlaan 200A, 3001 Leuven.fpatrik.vanguht{adhemar.bultheelg�s.kuleuven.a.beAbstratWe establish two di�erent algorithms that return an approximation of a system transferfuntion if input and ouput data are given. The model we use, is written as a linearombination of orthogonal rational funtions (ORF), with respet to a weight funtionwhih depends on the input data.In the �rst algorithm a ontinous inner produt leads to a least squares problem witha well onditioned matrix. Due to the fat that the data is �nite we annot solve theleast squares problem reursively. This problem an be solved if we use a disrete innerprodut. For this approah however we need the z-transform of the input and output insome points.1 IntrodutionIn the area of system identi�ation, people are looking for a model that �ts the input andoutput data in the best possible way and with the least possible omplexity. Many di�erentsolutions are given and a good referene is [6℄.One of the most elegant models that gives nie results is the FIR-model, where the FourieroeÆients of the transfer funtion are approximated. Problems an our when the unknownsystem has a slightly damped pole, beause the number of oeÆients grows very fast if we liketo handle the dynamis of this pole in our model. This is the main reason why the knowledgeof one or more (approximations of the) poles of the unknown system should be inorporated inthe basisfuntions we use to built up the approximating model. This will lead to a onsiderableredution in the oeÆients needed to give a good approximation. This motivates the use ofrational funtions with presribed poles in system identi�ation.The reason we use orthogonal rational funtions (ORF) is numerial stability.The most simple ase is where one pole is inorporated, the so-alled Laguerre model (see,e.g., [20℄). The step to two omplex onjugated poles, the Kautz basis, is easy (see, e.g., [21℄).The ase where a number of poles is ylially repeated, is extensively investigated byVan den Hof, Bokor and o-workers [5, 12, 14℄. They were the �rst to desribe the ORFby a state spae realization, whih makes the MIMO-ase easier to handle. Ninness et al.[1, 2, 8, 9, 11, 10, 7℄ generalized this yli ase to the more general ase of an arbitrarysequene of poles whih results in the Malmquist basis [22, pp. 224℄. The state spae approahof Van den Hof et al. [5, 14℄, is already generalized to the ase of an arbitrary sequene of poles[15℄. 1



All these results are about ORF with respet to the Lebesgue measure. However the leastsquares uses a weight depending on the input data. So it would be interesting to inorporatethis weight in our ORF-basis so that the least squares an easily be omputed. Therefore weneed some theory about orthogonal rational funtions with respet to a given measure.In [3℄ the abstrat theory of orthogonal rational funtions (ORF) with respet to a generalmeasure and with presribed poles, lying outside the unit dis, is well developed. These fun-tions are in fat a generalization of the Szeg}o polynomials (see [13℄), in the sense that theyredue to the Szeg}o polynomials if we plae all the poles at in�nity.In system identi�ation, it is however neessary to have poles inside the unit dis for stabilityreasons. This ase an be found in [17℄, whih is a slight adaptation of the theory found in [3℄to the ase where all the poles lie inside the unit dis.This paper is built up as follows: in the next setion we give a summary of [17℄ with theresults of the theory of ORF with given poles inside the unit dis. The third setion deals withsystem identi�ation using these ORF. In a fourth setion a numerial example is given, whihillustrates that this approah is satisfatory for the ase where we have knowledge about thepoles. Some onlusions are made in setion �ve.2 Orthogonal rational funtions, analyti outside the unitdis2.1 SummaryWe only state some results that an be found in [17℄. In the next paragraph some notationand de�nitions are given. Paragraph three ontains a reurrene relation for the ORF. If themoments are �nite and known, a simple algorithm is given in paragraph four to ompute thereetion oeÆients.2.2 PreliminariesThe �eld of real and omplex numbers is denoted as R and C respetively. The integers aredenoted by Z and the non-negative integers by N .The unit irle, its exterior and interior are denoted byT = fz 2 C : jzj = 1g; E = fz 2 C : jzj > 1g and D = fz 2 C : jzj < 1g;respetively. The losed unit dis is de�ned as D = T [ D .Let � be a positive measure on T. The inner produt is denoted byhf; gi� = ZT f(z)g�(z)d�(z); f; g 2 L2(�): (1)We de�ne the moments as k = 
1; zk�� ; k 2 Z: (2)The set of funtions analyti outside the unit dis is denoted by H(E ).We de�ne the Riesz-Herglotz kernelD(t; z) = t+ zt� z :2



We an assoiate a positive real funtion 
(z) with the measure � as follows
(z) = hD(t; z); 1i� ; z 2 D :This funtion is analyti in D and the relation between 
 and � is one-to-one. If 
 2 H1(D ),the Hardy-spae of analyti, absolutely integrable funtions, then we have
(z) = 0 + 2 1Xk=1 kzk; (3)whih onverges uniformely in D .By � = f�1; �2; : : :g � D , we denote a given sequene of points inside the unit dis. Thesepoints will be the poles of the orthogonal rational funtions. We set �0 = 0 for notationalreasons.Now we an de�ne the Blashke fators �k as�k(z) = 1� �kzz � �k ; k 2 N ; (4)and the Blashke produts Bk asB0(z) = 1; Bk(z) = Bk�1(z)�k(z); k = 1; 2; : : : : (5)If we inorporate �0, we use the notation~B�1(z) = 1; ~Bk(z) = �0(z)Bk(z) = Bk(z)z ; k 2 N: (6)The spae of all rational funtions with poles in f�1; �2; : : : ; �ng is denoted byLn = spanfB0(z); B1(z); : : : ; Bn(z)g: (7)The spae Ln an also be de�ned asLn = (pn(z)�n(z) : pn 2 �n; �n(z) = nYk=1(z � �k)) ;where �n denotes the spae of polynomials of degree equal to or less than n. The spae of allrational funtions with poles in � is denoted byL = 1[k=0Lk:Note that if all �k = 0, the spae Ln redues to ��n, the spae of all polynomials in z�1 ofdegree equal to or less than n.We also introdue the notationBn=k(z) = Bn(z)=Bk(z); n; k 2 N :Taking the omplex onjugate of a funtion on the unit irle is extended to the wholeomplex plane by the substar transformf�(z) = f(1=z); z 2 C :The superstar transform is de�ned for funtions f 2 Ln n Ln�1 asf �(z) = Bn(z)f�(z); z 2 C :Note that this operation depends on the degree n of the rational funtion. We do not inorporatethis in the notation beause it will be lear from the ontext. For polynomials of exat degreen the superstar transform is de�ned as above by replaing Bn(z) by zn.3



2.3 Reurrene for the orthogonal rational funtionsWith the Gram-Shmidt proedure we an orthonormalize the basis fBkgk2N to �nd a set oforthonormal rational funtions �k 2 Lk with respet to the measure �. This impliesh�k; �li� = Ækl 8k; l 2 N ;where Ækl denotes the Kroneker delta.The following reurrene relations for these orthonormal rational funtions f�kg1k=0 an befound in [17℄.Theorem 2.3.1 With the notation above the following reursion for the orthonormal rationalfuntions �n 2 Ln is valid:� �n(z)��n(z) � = en z � �n�1z � �n � 1 LnLn 1 � � �n�1(z) 00 1 � � �n�1(z)��n�1(z) � ;where Ln = �D�k; 1��n�1zz��n �n�1E�D�k; z��n�1z��n ��n�1E� ; 8k � n� 1; (8)en = � 1� j�nj21� j�n�1j2 11� jLnj2�1=2 : (9)The initial onditions are �0(z) � 1=p0 � ��0(z).We also mention here that the spae L is dense in H2(E ), the Hardy spae of all funtions,whih are square integrable on T and analyti in E , i� the poles do not approah the boundaryT too fast. This is reeted in the Blashke ondition (for a proof with the poles outside T, see[3℄) 1Xk=0(1� j�kj2) =1: (10)2.4 An algorithm to ompute the reetion oeÆientsIn [17℄ we developed an algorithm if the sequene of moments k (2) is �nite�N ; 1�N ; : : : ; N�1; N :We will use the following notationCN = [0 : : : N ℄;�n = f�0; �1; : : : ; �ng, the poles of the ORF;z = the points where we want to evaluate the ORF;� = the matrix whose (i; j)-th element is �i�1(z(j)).We use the MATLAB notation. With � and =, we denote matrix multipliation and division.The notations :� and := denote elementwise multipliation and division. The transpose of amatrix A is denoted as AT . The left- and right-shifted vetor of x = [x1 : : : xm℄ is denoted asxj = [x2 : : : xm 0℄ and jx = [0 x1 : : : xm�1℄, respetively. The algorithm to alulate the ORFthat we gave in [17℄ is given next. 4



Algorithm 1ORFalul h IN: CN , �n, z;OUT: � i1. �(1; :) = 1=p0 = ��(1; :);2. Num = CN j;Den = CN ;3. for k = 1 : n,(a) a = [1 �k �2k : : : �N�1k ℄T ;(b) Lk = �Num � a=Den � a;() ek =q(1� j�kj2)=((1� j�2k�1) � (1� jLkj2));(d) �(k + 1; :) = ek � �(1� �k�1 � z): � �(k; :) + Lk � (z� �k�1): � ��(k; :)� :=(z� �k);(e) ��(k + 1; :) = ek � (Lk � (1� �k�1 � z): � �(k; :) + (z� �k�1): � ��(k; :)) :=(z� �k);(f) if k < n,i. � = Lk � Denj+ Numj;ii. for l = N : �1 : 1, �(l) = �(l) + �k�(l + 1); end for;iii. Den = Den + Lk � Num;iv. Num = � � �k � j�;end if;end for;3 System identi�ation using ORF3.1 SummaryIn the next paragraph some preliminaries and the problem setting are given. The third para-graph deals with the question 'Whih measure � should we take?'. We desribe two di�erenthoies for the inner produt h�; �i�: the ontinous, leading to a time domain identi�ationalgorithm in paragraph four and the disrete one, leading to a frequeny domain identi�ationalgorithm in paragraph �ve.3.2 Preliminaries and problem settingIt is our goal to identify a system by means of its input and output data. Suppose the systemwe want to identify is given by y(t) = G(z)u(t) + v(t); t 2 Z; (11)where z denotes the shift operator (zu(t) = u(t+1)) and v(t) = H(z)e(t), where H is a stable,rational and moni transfer funtion and e is a unit-variane, zero mean white noise proess.This setting is standard [6℄. 5



We all G the transfer funtion of the system, whih we suppose to be in H2(E ) 1. Further-more, we suppose throughout the rest of the artile that the input signal is stritly ausal. Thismeans u(t) = 0 for t � 0. We also assume that the Blashke ondition (10) is satis�ed2. Thisassumption implies that the transfer funtion G an be written as a unique series expansionG(z) = 1Xk=0Gk�k(z); z 2 E ; (12)where the non-tangential limit for z ! T exists a.e.Note that if all poles �k = 0 and the measure � is the Lebesgue measure, we are in the FIRase and the expansion (12) redues to a Fourier series expansion where the Gk are nothingelse but the Fourier oeÆients or Markov parameters of G. Some onvergene results for thesegeneral rational Fourier series an be found in [16℄.The model struture, de�ned in (12), allows us to inorporate knowledge of the poles of thesystem in the ORF �k, whih results in a muh faster onvergene than the lassial methods,like e.g. FIR. This means that we ahieve a onsiderable data redution in the number ofoeÆients we need to ompute. However we must ompute the ORF �k, but this an be donevery fast and aurate as we explained in setion 2.As mentioned before, we try to identify the system (11), by means of input and output data.We look for an approximation of the transfer funtion that is an approximation of a partialsum of the series expansion (12) of ĜGn(z; �) = nXk=0 �k�k(z); (13)where n is the degree of the approximation and the parameter � = [�0 � � � �n℄T is varying overan appropriate set. We will estimate this parameter � in a least squares setting.Thus, we use a linear model struture de�ned byŷ(t; �) = Ĝn(z; �)u(t): (14)Note that the approximation Ĝn of the transfer funtion G is proper, but not stritly proper.A stritly proper transfer funtion an be modeled by rede�ning Ln as the span of the Blashkeproduts ~Bk and some other small hanges to the theory of setion 2, but we are not going intodetail here.Suppose we are given some data fu(t); y(t)gNt=1, taken from experiments on the system (11).The one-step-ahead predition error is given by"n(t; �) = y(t)� ŷ(t; �) = y(t)� nXk=0 �k�k(z)u(t): (15)In the next paragraph we will go into some more detail to �nd a good hoie for the measure�. 1This assumption implies that we are only interested in identifying stable systems2This assumption is reasonable, sine we are interested in omputing a �nite degree approximation. We anassume all the other poles to be zero, whih implies that the Blashke ondition is satis�ed.6



3.3 The measure �We have derived an expression for the one-step-ahead predition error (15) in the previousparagraph. We would like this error to beome small in a least squares sense. In this para-graph we will further analyse this error and ome to a hoie for the measure � suh that theomputations beome easy and fast.First of all, we mention the ase where we take the measure � to be the Lebesgue measure.The ORF are analytially known (see [9℄)�k(z) = p1� j�kj2zz � �k Bk�1(z); k = 1; 2; : : : :The orthonormality is easy to hek, but a nie state spae based proof is given in [18℄. Wehave already explored this ase in [19℄.If we take the z-transform3 of (15), we �nd (when we neglet the noise V )"n(z; �) = Y (z)� Ŷ (z; �) = �G(z)� Ĝn(z; �)�U(z); (16)where Y and U denote the z-transform of y and u respetively.We want to determine the optimal parameter � in a least squares sense. Thus we want tominimize jj"n(z; �)jj2 = D�G� Ĝn(�; �)�U;�G� Ĝn(�; �)�UE� ;where � is the normalized Lebesgue measure. If we hoosed�(z) = jU(z)j2d�; (17)then the minimizer is easily found to beĜn(z; �) = Gn(z) = nXk=0 Gk�k(z):This is quite interesting, beause if we want to add one degree we only need to ompute oneoeÆient or if we see that the last term does not give muh better results, we an throw itaway and take a new pole �n. This an give rise to a powerfull interative tool in systemidenti�ation.There will however be a problem if only a �nite number of input and output data is availablefu(t); y(t)gNt=1. When the input signal u(t) = 0 for t > N , then the output y(t) need not be zerofor t > N . This means that the z-transform Y (z) annot be omputed exatly using only thedata fu(t); y(t)gNt=1. This will give rise to two approahes: the ontinuous approah, where wewill not be able to reursively update our model and the disrete approah, where we supposethat the output beomes zero after time t = N .3.4 The ontinuous approahIn this paragraph we will develop a time-domain system identi�ation algorithm that is basedon the hoie of a ontinuous inner produthf; gi� = ZT f(z)g�(z)d�(z); f; g 2 L2(�); (18)3The z-transform of fx(t)gNt=1 is de�ned as X(k) =PNt=1 x(t)z1�k.7



with the measure � de�ned as in (17). With this hoie, U(z) is a polynomial of degree lessthan or equal to N and hene jU(z)j2 is a trigonometri polynomial of the same degree so thatthe sequene of moments k is �nite, whih is what we have in paragraph 2.4. Thus we analulate the orthogonal rational funtions �n(z) reursively.As identi�ation model we �nd using (14)ŷ(t; �) = Ĝn(z; �)u(t) = nXk=0 �k�k(z)u(t)= nXk=0 �kxk(t); with xk(t) = �k(z)u(t):We are able to ompute xk(t), but it is atually an in�nite sequene. We will ut it o�, whihresults in the loss of orthogonality. The least squares omputations will however be numeriallystable due to nearly orthogonality of the matrix 	 (see (20)).When we use the following notationE = ["n(1; �) "n(2; �) � � � "n(N; �)℄T ;Y = [y(1) y(2) � � � y(N)℄T ;� = [�0 �1 � � � �n℄T ;xk(t) = �k(z)u(t);xk = [xk(1) xk(2) � � � xk(N)℄T ;	 = [x0 x1 � � � xn℄;then we �nd the formula E = Y � 	�: (19)The identi�ation problem is to determine � in a least square sense, whih an be done bysolving the normal equations � = (	H	)�1	HY; (20)where (:)H denotes the Hermitian onjugate of a matrix.The matrix 	 is nearly orthogonal as mentioned before. This implies that the onditionnumber of the systemmatrix 	H	 in (20) is small. So this problem an be aurately omputed.The Matlab-�le ORFsysidC.m an be found in the appendix.3.5 The disrete approahIn this paragraph we will develop a frequeny domain identi�ation algorithm, based on thehoie of a disrete inner produt. Suppose the input signal has length N . We take N equallyspaed points on the unit irletk = exp(i2�(k � 1)=N); k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Ng: (21)We de�ne the inner produthf; gijU j2 = NXk=1 jU(tk)j2f(tk)g(tk); f; g 2 L2(jU j2); (22)8



where U(z) denotes the z-transform of the input signal u. We denote wk = jU(tk)j2. With thisinner produt the sequene of moments k is not �nite, but yli. We annot use Algorithm 1of paragraph 2.4 anymore, but the reetion oeÆients an easily be omputed by expression(8). For k = 0, this gives Ln = �PNk=1wk tk��n�11��ntk �n�1(tk)PNk=1wk 1��n�1tk1��ntk ��n�1(tk) : (23)We ould also hoose any other k � n� 1, but these expressions need more alulations, whihimply less numerial auray.Suppose we know the z-transform of u and y in the points tk: fU(tk); Y (tk)gNk=1. If we onlyhave fu(t); y(t)gNt=1, we an ompute U(tk) exatly, but only an approximation of Y (tk), sinethe output sequene is in�nite as disussed above. This will imply that we do not identify theexat transfer funtion G, but one that is lose to it.We have Ŷ (tk; �) = Ĝn(tk; �)U(tk) = nXl=0 �l�l(tk)U(tk)= nXl=0 �lXl(tk); with Xl(tk) = �l(tk)U(tk):We introdue the following notationE = ["n(t1; �) "n(t2; �) � � � "n(tN ; �)℄T ;Y = [Y (t1) Y (t2) � � � Y (tN )℄T ;� = [�0 �1 � � � �n℄T ;Xl(tk) = �k(tk)U(tk);Xl = [Xl(t1) Xl(t2) � � � Xl(tN )℄T ;	 = [X0 X1 � � � Xn℄:Again we �nd the formula E = Y � 	�: (24)The identi�ation problem is to determine � in a least square sense, whih an be done bysolving the normal equations � = (	H	)�1	HY; (25)where (:)H denotes the Hermitian onjugate of a matrix. Here the matrix 	 is orthogonal. Thisimplies that (25) beomes � = 	HY: (26)So �k = hG; �ki�, whih gives us a powerfull interative identi�ation tool.The reason for the hoie of the points tk (21) is the fat that the weights are then easy toompute with the disrete Fourier transform. We ould hoose other points on the unit irleT, as long as the number of points is larger than the degree of the approximation we want.This an give a substantial data redution.For frequeny domain identi�ation where one uses ORF with respet to the Lebesguemeasure and the poles are repeated ylially, see [4℄.We wrote 2 Matlab-�les ORFsysidD1.m, with input fu(t); y(t)gNt=1 and ORFsysidD2.m, withinput fU(tk); Y (tk)gNk=1. They an be found in the appendix.9



Table 1: Relative errorsjjy � ŷjj=jjyjj ORFsysidC ORFsysidD1 Lebesgue�1 .2029 .2154 .2033�2 .0655 .1072 .0655�3 .1360 .1601 .1360�4 .1125 .1393 .1127Table 2: CPU-timepu-time ORFsysidC ORFsysidD1 Lebesgue�1 2.9169 0.4227 10.183�2 2.2641 0.4720 7.8914�3 2.2553 0.5990 7.9747�4 2.2666 0.3831 7.94844 A numerial exampleWe onsider the following transfer funtionG(z) = z5 + 4z4 + 27z3 � 38z2 + 170zz5 � :7z4 � 1:08z3 + :59z2 + :72z � :36= z(z � 1 + 2i)(z � 1� 2i)(z + 3 + 5i)(z + 3� 5i)(z � :9 + :3i)(z � :9� :3i)(z + :8 + :4i)(z + :8� :4i)(z � :5) :This system has poles: :9� :3i; �:8 � :4i and :5. We onsider an input u of length N = 1000uniformly spread in [0::1) and no output error.We use the following sets of poles:�1 = [:95� :1i � :7� :2i℄, repeated 5 times;�2 = [:9 � :8 :4 :6℄, repeated 5 times;�3 = zeros(1; 20), the polynomial ase;�4 = �:95 : :1 : :95;In Table 1 the relative errors are noted for the 2 di�erent approahes. Also the ase wherethe Lebesgue measure is used (see [19℄) is denoted in Table 1. Table 2 gives the pu-time ofthe di�erent approahes and Table 3 the number of oating point operations.The relative error for the ontinuous ase and the Lebesgue-ase is of ourse the same, sinewe are looking for the best solution in the same spae L20. Due to the fat that we are notapproximating the exat transfer funtion in the disrete ase, the relative error is a little worse.But the pu-time is in this ase muh better, due to the fat that we do not have to solve asystem due to the orthogonality of the systemmatrix.The number of oating point operations is not so representative, beause in the disretease every operation deals with omplex numbers and in the Lebesgue ase we do not have toalulate the reetion oeÆients. 10



Table 3: Floating point operationsops ORFsysidC ORFsysidD1 Lebesgue�1 12509946 11589269 11365643�2 5866561 11589113 2967771�3 5866561 11400113 2969317�4 5866561 11589113 29687005 ConlusionsWe have given two di�erent identi�ation algorithms. The time domain identi�ation algorithmgives a better �t to the original system, where the frequeny domain identi�ation algorithmis better in exeution time.Referenes[1℄ H. Ak�ay and B. Ninness. Rational basis funtions for robust identi�ation from frequenyand time domain measurements. Automatia, 34(9):1101{1117, 1998.[2℄ H. Ak�ay and B. Ninness. Orthonormal basis funtions for ontinuous-time systems andLp onvergene. Math. Control Signals Systems, 12:295{305, 1999.[3℄ A. Bultheel, P. Gonz�alez-Vera, E. Hendriksen, and O. Nj�astad. Orthogonal rational fun-tions, volume 5 of Cambridge Monographs on Applied and Computational Mathematis.Cambridge University Press, 1999.[4℄ D. K. de Vries and P. van den Hof. Frequeny domain identi�ation with generalizedorthonormal basis funtions. IEEE Trans. Automat. Control, AC-43(5):656{669, 1998.[5℄ P.S.C. Heuberger, P.M.J. Van den Hof, and O. Bosgra. A generalized orthogonal basis forlinear dynamial systems. IEEE Trans. Automat. Control, 40:451{465, 1995.[6℄ L. Ljung. System identi�ation: Theory for the user. Information and System SienesSeries. Prentie Hall, 2nd edition, 1999. First edition 1987.[7℄ B. Ninness. Frequeny domain estimation using orthonormal bases. In Proeedings of the13th IFAC World Congress, San Franiso 1996, Volume 8, pages 381{386, 1996.[8℄ B. Ninness and J.C. G�omez. Asymptoti analysis of MIMO system estimates by the use oforthonormal bases. In Proeedings of the 13th IFAC World Congress, San Franiso 1996,Volume 8, pages 363{368, 1996.[9℄ B. Ninness and F. Gustafsson. A uni�ed onstrution of orthogonal bases for systemidenti�ation. IEEE Trans. Automat. Control, 42:515{522, 1997.[10℄ B. Ninness, H. Hjalmarsson, and F. Gustafsson. The fundamental role of general orthogonalbases in system identi�ation. IEEE Trans. Automat. Control, 44(7):1384{1407, 1999.11
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funtion [theta,L,err,oef℄ = ORFsysidC(u,y,alpha)% ORFSYSIDC =% SISO System identifiation using orthogonal rational% funtions phi_k, with user defined poles and% with respet to a weight defined by the input.% The identifiation is based on a ontinuous inner produt.%% use: [theta,L,err,oef℄ = ORFsysidC(u,y,alpha)% output:% theta = oeffiients in expansion: G_hat = sum_k theta_k phi_k% L = refletion oeffiients of the ORF% err = relative error of the approximation% oef = Fourier oeffiients of the weight% input:% u = input signal (olumn vetor !)% y = output signal (olumn vetor !)% alpha = the poles of the ORF%% See also: ORFsysidD1, ORFsysidD2, interativeORFsysid, ORFalul% Patrik Van guht and Adhemar Bultheel, september, 11, 2000.%initializationsif (size(u,1)<size(u,2)), % row vetor --> olumn vetoru=transpose(u);endif (size(y,1)<size(y,2)), % row vetor --> olumn vetory=transpose(y);endN = min(length(u),length(y)); % Length of the signaln = length(alpha);u = u(1:N);y = y(1:N);hulp = onv(onj(u),flipud(u));oef = hulp(N:2*N-1); % Fourier oeffiients of the weightomega0 = oef(1)x(:,1)=u/sqrt(omega0);xstar(:,1)=u/sqrt(omega0);L = zeros(n,1);alpha = [0 alpha℄;k = 2;gamma_num = [oef(2:N); 0℄; 13



gamma_den = oef;beta = zeros(N-1,1);for k=1:n,z = alpha(k+1).^[0:N-1℄;L(k) = -onj((z*gamma_num)/(z*gamma_den)); % refletionoeffiienthulp = sqrt((1-abs(alpha(k+1))^2)/(1-abs(alpha(k))^2)/(1-abs(L(k))^2));v1 = filter([-alpha(k)' 1℄,[1 -alpha(k+1)℄,x(:,k));v2 = filter([1 -alpha(k)℄,[1 -alpha(k+1)℄,xstar(:,k));x(:,k+1) = hulp*(v1 + L(k)'*v2);xstar(:,k+1) = hulp*(L(k)*v1+v2);if (k<n),beta(N-1) = L(k)'*gamma_den(N) + gamma_num(N);for l=N-2:-1:1,beta(l) = L(k)'*gamma_den(l+1) + gamma_num(l+1) + alpha(k+1)*beta(l+1);endgamma_den = gamma_den + L(k)*gamma_num;gamma_num(1) = beta(1);gamma_num(2:N-1) = beta(2:N-1)-alpha(k+1)'*beta(1:N-2);gamma_num(N) = -alpha(k+1)'*beta(N-1);endend% IDENTIFICATIONtheta = x\y;yhat = x*theta;err = norm(y-yhat)/norm(y);B The disrete aseHere we give the 2 m-�les ORFsysidD1.m and ORFsysidD2.m, desribed in paragraph 3.5. Inthe �rst one we must give the input and output data fu(t); y(t)gNt=1. The output y is presumedto be zero if t > N . For the seond, the z-transform of u and y need to be given in the pointstk = exp(i2�(k � 1)=N).These �les are not interative, sine you have to give the poles �n as input. An interative�le interativeORFsysid.m is freely available athttp://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~nalag/researh/publi-software.htmltogether with these two m-�les.funtion [theta,L,err,moments℄=ORFsysidD1(u,y,alpha)% ORFSYSIDD1 =% SISO System identifiation using orthogonal rational% funtions phi_k, with user defined poles and% with respet to a weight defined by the input.14



% The identifiation is based on a disrete inner produt.%% use: [theta,L,err,moments℄ = ORFsysidD1(u,y,alpha)% output:% theta = oeffiients in expansion: G_hat = sum_k theta_k phi_k% L = refletion oeffiients of the ORF% err = relative error of the approximation% moments= the moments% input:% u = input signal (olumn vetor !)% y = output signal (olumn vetor !)% alpha = the poles of the ORF%% See also: ORFsysidC, ORFsysidD2, interativeORFsysid, ORFalul% Patrik Van guht and Adhemar Bultheel, september, 11, 2000.%initializationif (size(u,1)<size(u,2)), % row vetor --> olumn vetoru=transpose(u);endif (size(y,1)<size(y,2)), % row vetor --> olumn vetory=transpose(y);endN = length(u); % Length of the signaln = length(alpha); % number of ORFu = u(1:N);y = y(1:N);moments = onv(onj(u),flipud(u)); %to ompute the weightsmoments = moments(N:2*N-1);I=sqrt(-1);t=exp(I*2*pi/N*transpose([0:N-1℄));hulp = fft(moments);weight = transpose(hulp + onj(hulp) - moments(1));W=sum(weight)U = fft(u);Y = fft(y);phi(:,1)=ones(N,1)/sqrt(W);phistar(:,1)=ones(N,1)/sqrt(W);x(:,1)=phi(:,1).*U;xstar(:,1)=phistar(:,1).*U;L = zeros(n,1); 15



alpha = [0 alpha℄;for k=2:n+1,hulp1 = (t-alpha(k-1))./(1-alpha(k)'*t).*(abs(phi(:,k-1)).^2);hulp2 = (1-alpha(k-1)'*t)./(1-alpha(k)'*t).*phi(:,k-1).*onj(phistar(:,k-1));L(k-1) = -(weight*hulp1)/(weight*hulp2); % refletionoeffiiente_k = sqrt((1-abs(alpha(k))^2)/((1-abs(alpha(k-1))^2)*(1-abs(L(k-1))^2)))./(t-alpha(k));hulp = (1-alpha(k-1)'*t).*phi(:,k-1);hulpstar = (t-alpha(k-1)).*phistar(:,k-1);phi(:,k) = e_k.*(hulp + L(k-1)'*hulpstar);phistar(:,k) = e_k.*(L(k-1)*hulp + hulpstar);x(:,k) = phi(:,k).*U;xstar(:,k) = phistar(:,k).*U;end% IDENTIFICATIONtheta = x'*Y;Yhat = x*theta;err = norm(Y-Yhat)/norm(Y);When the z-transform of input and output is known, the following m-�le an be used.funtion [theta,L,err℄=ORFsysidD2(U,Y,alpha)% ORFSYSIDD2 =% SISO System identifiation using orthogonal rational% funtions phi_k, with user defined poles and% with respet to a weight defined by the input.% The identifiation is based on a disrete inner produt.%% use: [theta,L,err,moments℄ = ORFsysidD2(U,Y,alpha)% output:% theta = oeffiients in expansion: G_hat = sum_k theta_k phi_k% L = refletion oeffiients of the ORF% err = relative error of the approximation% input:% U/Y = z-transform of the in/out-put signal in the points% exp(I*2*pi*(k-1)/length(U))% alpha = the poles of the ORF%% See also: ORFsysidC, ORFsysidD1, ORFalul% Patrik Van guht and Adhemar Bultheel, september, 11, 2000.%initializationif (size(U,1)<size(U,2)), % row vetor --> olumn vetorU=transpose(U); 16



endif (size(Y,1)<size(Y,2)), % row vetor --> olumn vetorY=transpose(Y);endN = length(U); % Length of the signaln = length(alpha); % number of ORFU = U(1:N);Y = Y(1:N);I=sqrt(-1);t=exp(I*2*pi/N*transpose([0:N-1℄));weight = abs(transpose(U)).^2;W=sum(weight)phi(:,1)=ones(N,1)/sqrt(W);phistar(:,1)=ones(N,1)/sqrt(W);x(:,1)=phi(:,1).*U;xstar(:,1)=phistar(:,1).*U;L = zeros(n,1);alpha = [0 alpha℄;for k=2:n+1,hulp1 = (t-alpha(k-1))./(1-alpha(k)'*t).*(abs(phi(:,k-1)).^2);hulp2 = (1-alpha(k-1)'*t)./(1-alpha(k)'*t).*phi(:,k-1).*onj(phistar(:,k-1));L(k-1) = -(weight*hulp1)/(weight*hulp2); % refletionoeffiiente_k = sqrt((1-abs(alpha(k))^2)/((1-abs(alpha(k-1))^2)*(1-abs(L(k-1))^2)))./(t-alpha(k));hulp = (1-alpha(k-1)'*t).*phi(:,k-1);hulpstar = (t-alpha(k-1)).*phistar(:,k-1);phi(:,k) = e_k.*(hulp + L(k-1)'*hulpstar);phistar(:,k) = e_k.*(L(k-1)*hulp + hulpstar);x(:,k) = phi(:,k).*U;xstar(:,k) = phistar(:,k).*U;end% IDENTIFICATIONtheta = x'*Y;Yhat = x*theta;err = norm(Y-Yhat)/norm(Y)
17



C Reover the approximation ĜnWhen we have omputed the identi�ation parameter �, the reetion oeÆients L and themoments CN , we an write the approximation Ĝn as a quotient of two polynomials of degree nĜn(z) = pn(z)�n(z) :We wrote the m-�le Ghat.m, whih returns the oeÆients of the numerator polynomial pnand denominator polynomial �n. Note that the input 0 is di�erent for the ontinuous or thedisrete ase. If we look at the output from ORFsysidC.m and ORFsysidD1.m, we �nd forthe ontinuous ase that 0 = oef(1), while in the disrete ase 0 = sum(�t(moments) +onj(�t(moments))�moments(1)).funtion [num,den℄ = Ghat(theta,L,alpha,0),% GHAT = alulate the approximation of the% transfer funtion as a linear ombination% of orthogonal rational funtions (ORF).%% USE: [num,den℄ = Ghat(theta,L,alpha,0);% output:% num = oeffiients of numerator of Ghat% den = oeffiients of denominator of Ghat% input:% theta = identifiation oeffiients% L = refletion oeffiients of the ORF% alpha = the poles of the ORF% 0 = the zero-th moment%% See also: ORFsysidC, ORFsysidD1, ORFsysidD2, ORFalul, interativeORFsysid%% Patrik Van guht, september 18, 2000.% INITIALIZATIONn = length(alpha);numphi = 1/sqrt(0);numphistar = numphi;num = theta(1)*numphi;den = 1;alpha = [0 alpha℄;% RECURRENCEfor k=1:n, 18



e_k = sqrt((1-abs(alpha(k+1))^2)/((1-abs(alpha(k))^2)*(1-abs(L(k))^2)));helpnumphi = [0 numphi℄ - alpha(k)'*[numphi 0℄;helpnumphistar = [numphistar 0℄ - alpha(k)*[0 numphistar℄;numphi = e_k*(helpnumphi + L(k)'*helpnumphistar);numphistar = e_k*(L(k)*helpnumphi + helpnumphistar);num = [num 0℄ - alpha(k+1)*[0 num℄ + theta(k+1)*numphi;den = [den 0℄ - alpha(k+1)*[0 den℄;end
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